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1. INTRODUCTION 
Systems of nonlinear parabolic initial boundary value problems arise in 
many applications, such as epidemies, ecology, biochemistry, biology, 
chemical and nuclear engineering. Constructive methods of proving 
existence results for such problems, which can also provide numerical 
procedures for the computation of solutions, are of greater value than 
theoretical existence results. The method of upper and lower solutions 
coupled with monotone iterative technique has been employed successfully 
to prove existence of multiple solutions of nonlinear reaction-diffusion 
equations, in special cases, by various authors [335, 10, 11, 15, 181. Recen- 
tly, in [6, 171 weakly coupled systems of reaction-diffusion equations, 
when the nonlinear terms are independent of gradient terms, are discussed 
and some special type of results are obtained. 
We, in this paper, investigate general systems of nonlinear reaction-dif- 
fusion problems when the nonlinear terms possess a mixed quasi-monotone 
property. We discuss a very general situation and obtain coupled extremal 
quasi-solutions, which in special cases reduce to minimal and maximal 
solutions. We shall also indicate how one-step cyclic monotone iterative 
schemes can be generated which yield accelerated rate of convergence of 
iterates. This work is in the spirit of our recent paper [12] for elliptic 
systems. 
* Research partially supported by U. S. Army Research Grant DAAG29-81-G-0008. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Consider the second order nonlinear parabolic initial-boundary-value 
problem (IBVP for short) 
=%+=fk(f, x, u, DA) in QT, 
B/A = dk on rr, (2.1) 
Uk(OT xl = &k(X) in Q, 
where u E R”, B is a bounded domain in R” with boundary aa and closure 
Q, QT=(0,T]xf2, r,=(O,T]xal2, ~T=[o,T]x~, T,=[O,T]xdQ, 
T> 0 Here, for each k E I= { 1, 2, 3 ,..., n}, dp is a second order differential 
operator defined by 
2=&-L,, (2.2) 
where 
L,= F ak,(t,x) 
a” 
-+ f b;(t,X)g+Ck(l,X), 
axi ax, (2.3) r,,= 1 ,=l . I 
and Bk is a boundary operator given by 
where duJdv denotes the normal derivative of u/, and v(t, x) = 
(Vl(C XL v,(t, x),...., v,,,(t, x)) is the unit outward normal vector field on 852 
for t E [0, 11. 
To define quasi-solutions of (2.1), for each k E Z, let b,, d, be two non- 
negative integers such that h, + dk = n - 1. By splitting UE R” into 
fJ = (Uk? CUlhk> CUldJ we rewrite (2.1) in the following form: 
%uk =fk(t, .% uk? [U]/QT [Ulc~,> D.,uk) in QT, 
BkUk = #k on r7., (2.5) 
uk(o, x)=hkb) in Sz. 
Also, for any U, u E R”, we let [u, ulk denote an element of R” with the 
description [u, ulk = (u,, [u]~,, [u]~,). Without further mention, we 
assume that k E I and all inequalities involving vectors are componentwise. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. The functions U, u E Cr,*[ &, R”] are said to be 
coupled quasi-solutions of (2.1) if 
ZcUk =.fk(f, x2 CUT Ulkr a4r) in Q,, 
%Uk =.fk(f, x3 co, Ulk, ku,) in Q,, 
Bkuk=cjk=Bkvk on rT, 
Uk(O> x) = dOk(X) = UOk(X) in 0. 
(2.6) 
The functions u, WE C’~*[~,, R”] with v(t, x)< w(t, x) on Q, are said to 
be coupled lower and upper quasi-solutions, respectively, if 
and 
=%Wk 2fk(4 x, cw, ~l/c, D,w!f) in Q,, 
Bkwk>.k on fT, (2.8) 
Wk(O> x) 3 &k(X) on Q. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The function f is said to possess a mixed quasi- 
monotone property (mqmp for short) if for each keZ, 
fk(t, X, uk, [u]~,, [u]~,, D,u,) is monotone nondecreasing in [ulhk and 
monotone nonincreasing in [u] dk. 
Let us list the following assumptions for convenience. 
(A,) (i) For each, i,j= 1, 2 ,..., m and kEZ, a& br and 
ck E Ca’23a[oT, R], ck(t, ?I) < 0, and 6pk is strictly uniformly parabolic in 
QTi 
(ii) for each k E Z, Pk, qk E C” +‘)‘*,’ +‘[rT, R], Pk(t, x) > 0 and 
qk(f? x) b 0 on rr; 
(iii) %2 belongs to class C* + “; 
(iv) f~ Ca’2,a[ [0, T] x 0 x R” x R”, R”], that is, f(t, x, U, y) is 
Holder continuous in t and (x, U, y) with exponents 42 and ~1, respectively, 
and f satisfies a Nagumo condition, that is, there exists an increasing 
function IJ~: R, -+ R, such that for (t, x, U, u) E [0, T] x 0 x R” x R”, 
ifk(h x~ u, v)i <$k(ii”Il)(l + ~b~~*); (2.9) 
(VI #EC (1+a)/2,‘+n[T’T, R”] and &EC*+‘[~, R”]; 
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(vi) the IBVP (2.5) satisfies the compatibility condition of order 
C(g + 1 I/21. 
(A*) u, 1%’ are coupled lower and upper quasi-solutions relative to (2.5). 
(A,) For some Ml; 3 0, 
.fk(C x> u, h(Y))-fk(h x, 4 h(y)) 2 -M/J&-&), 
whenever u(t,x)<ti<u<w(t,x), with uj=Ui for i#k, (t,x)~Q, and 
FERN. 
In (A3), the function /ZE H= {hi C’[R”, Rm]: h(y) = y for 11 yll <N, 
Ilh(y)II <Ally11 for YE R”, and h(R”) and h,(R”) are bounded}, where hl 
stands for the Jacobian matrix function of h, I> 1; N is defined by 
N being Nagumo constant relative to u, w and qk(p) k’( 1 + (I y/I *), 
p =mx( II-VII, I+11 1, 4(k = ,tFE;T @k@> x))J 
Y = (P,, Y2 ,..., P,), W = (W, , W2 ,..., W,), k E I. 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Consider the modified second order nonlinear parabolic initial-boun- 
dary-value problem 
~Uk=Gk(t,X,Uk,DxUk)-MkUk in QT, 
&Uk=tik on rTt (3.1) 
uk(o, x) = hk(X) in S=& for k E Z, 
where Mk is as defined in assumption (A,), and 
GA4 4 uk> DxUk) =fk(h x, [rl,(t, X), df, X)lk, h(D,uk)) + MkqIk(t, X) 
(3.2) 
and qr, q2~ C(‘+a)‘2,1+“[&, R”] such that u(t,x)<q,(t,x)dw(t,x), 
u(t, x) < v2(t, x) < w(t, x) on QT. 
Our first objective is to show that the IBVP (3.1) has a unique solution. 
The proof of existence and uniqueness of solutions of (3.1) is equivalent to 
the existence and uniqueness of solutions of 
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-%uk = G,Jt, 4 uk, D.&k) in Q,, 
Bkuk = #k on rr, 
uk(“, x) = dCIk(X) in 0, 
(3.3) 
where pk = alat - L, and z, = L, -Al, for k E I. 
We note that (3.3) is completely decoupled system. Moreover, Gk in (3.3) 
is independent of uk. The proof of existence of solution of IBVP (3.3) 
follows from the verification of the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.2 [13] 
relative to the IBVP (3.3). This is the objective of the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that (A, ) holds. Then for each k E I, pk, B,, 4k, 
&. , Q and Gk in (3.3) satisjj the assumption (A ,). 
ProoJ: From the definitions of &, .=.@k, Mk, Gk, dk, q& and 52 it is 
obvious that all conditions listed in (A,) except (iv) are satisfied by 8, B,, 
dk> hk, and Q. Therefore, it is enough to show that G, in (3.3) satisfies 
condition (iv). For Y],,~~EC(‘+~“*,‘+“[~~,R”] with u(t,x)<q,(t,x), 
q2( t, x) d w( t, x), we have 
IG,(t, x, uk, y) - G,(fx, uk, L’)I 
% Ifk(t, 4 [V,(h x)2 h(f, x)lk, h(Y))-fk(f& t-‘!,(iX), ~2ttx)lk, 4y))l 
where K,(G,) = K(f,)(l + (K([q,, qJk) T’/2)“+ M,K,(qi) T”*. This shows 
that Gk(t, X, uk, v) is Holder continuous in t with exponent a/Z?. The proof 
of the Holder continuity of Gk(t, x, uk, y) in (x, &, JJ) with exponent ct can 
be formulated analogous to the proof that is given in Lemma 3.1 [ 121. 
This together with the fact that Gk is independent of Ukr implies that 
G, E Col’2,a[ [O, T] x 0 x R x R”, R]. Furthermore, 
IGk(t, x, uk, y)l G Ifk(h x, [‘/I(& x), dt, x)]k, h(y))1 + Mk l?,k(f, X)1 
~tik(/lC~ltt, x), q2tt, x)lkil)(l + l14~)l12)+~klcM, x)1 
G yk(“, w)(l + IiyII*), 
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This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let the assumptions (AZ) and (A3) hold. Suppose that f 
possesses mqmp. Then, for each k E I, the components vk and wk of v and w, 
respectively, are lower and upper solutions of the IBVP (3.3). 
Proof First we shall show that each component vk of v is a lower 
solution of (3.3). For this purpose, it is enough to show that 
fdt, -‘G [V, “lk,D.~vk)+MkVk~Gk(t, 4 ok, D,Vk) in QT. (3.4) 
In fact, from (AZ) and the definition of $, we get 
-%+c 6 GA& 4 vk, D.xVk) in QT, 
BkVkGtik on rr, 
uk(“, x) 6 hk(X) in Sz. 
To prove (3.4), we note that Ilv,( t, x)11, /I wJ t, x)11 6 N for (t, x) E &, and 
hence h(D,v,) = Dxvk. From (AZ), (A3), the definition of Gk and the mixed 
monotone property off, we get 
fk(f? 'h [v> wlk> D,Vk) - Gk(t, x, ok, &Ok) + Mkvk 
Gfk(hx> [v, wljk,&vk) -fk(t,X, [Y],, q21k, D,vk)+M,(v,-q,k) 
G M,(q,k - vk) + Mk(vk - qlk) =o. 
This establishes the inequality (3.4). A similar argument shows that each 
component of w is an upper solution of (3.3). The proof is complete. 
Now, we are ready to prove existence and uniqueness of solutions of 
(3.3). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let assumptions (A,), (A,) and (A,) hold. Assume further 
that f in (2.1) possesses mqmp. Then there exists a unique solution 
UEC’+~‘~,*+~[~~, R”] to the IBVP (3.3) such that v(t, x)< 
u(t, x) Q w(t, x) on QT. Moreover, there exists an N, > 0 such that 
I( D,u(t, x)1] < N, on Qr, where No depends on Y, h, f, v, w, 4 and &. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, it is clear by Theorem 4.2.2 [ 131 that 
the IBVP (3.3) has a solution u E C’ + or/2,2+“[QT, R”] such that 
v(t, x) < u(t, x) 6 w(t, x) on QT. Furthermore, by modification of 
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Theorem 2.2 [3] (Theorem A.4.6 [ 13]), D,uk( t, x) satisfies the relation 
(I Dxuk(t, x)/l 6 NOk, where NOk depends on Yk, fk, h, v, w, dk and &,k. This 
implies that llDxu(t, x)1/ d No, No = (C;= 1 N$.)1/2. 
Now, it remains to prove that the solution u(t, x) of (3.3) is unique. We 
assume that it is false. Then there exists another solution 
ZEC 1+a’2*2+“[QT,R”] of (3.3) such that u(t,x)<z(t,x)<w(t,x), and 
lID,At~ 411 G No on QT. This implies that there exists at least one 
component u,(t, x) - zk( t, x) of u(t, x) - z(t, x) such that either 
u,(t, x) - zk(t, x) or z,(t, x) - u,(t, x) will attain its positive maximum 
at some (to, XJE & with to > 0. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that uk(t, x) - z,(t, x) attains its positive maximum at (to, x0) E Q, 
with t,>O. First, we assume that (to, x,,)E Q,. Then (d/&)(u,(t,, x,,)- 
zk(tO,xO))>O, Dx(uk(tO,xo)-zk(to,xo))=O, and the Hessian matrix 
((P/(8x, dx,)(u,(t,, x0) -zk(tO, x0))) is negative semi-definite. Since 
(a;( to, x0)) is positive-definite, we have Cy,=, a;.( to, x,)(8*/8x, ax,) 
(u,(t,, x0) - z,(t,, x0)) < 0. From this and the nature of d‘(t,, x0) and M,, 
we get 
=%(~&a? x0)--z,(to, Xo))‘O. (3.5) 
On the other hand, using the definition of G,, we obtain 
-%Mto> x0) - z!Ato> x0)) 
= Gdto, x09 u,(to, x01, Dxdto, xo)) - GJto, xo, z/At,,, x0), D.rzk(tO, x0)) 
=fk(to> xo, C?l(to, x01, dto, xo)l/c, W?&to, ~a))) 
-fk(to, x09 Ctll(to, xo), rl,(to, xo)lk, h(D,z,(t,, xc,))) 
= 0. 
This contradicts with (3.5). Hence, there is no component of 
u(t, x) -z(t, x) that attains its positive maximum on Q,. This means that 
(to, x0) E Tr. In this case (d/dv)(u,(t,, x0) - z,Jt,, x0)) 3 0, that is 
(d/dv) uk(tO, x0 3 (d/dv) zk(tO, x0), which shows that 
Pk(tO> -x0) u!Jto, x0) + q!Jb, x0)-g u/At,, x0) > pJt0, x0) z,(t,, x0) 
+ c?k(fOr x0)$ z,(t,, x0) 
and hence Bkuk(tO, x,,) > Bkzk(tO, x0). This contradicts the fact that 
Bkuk(tO, xo)=bk(tO, x0) = Bkzk(to, x0) on I-,. It follows that there is no 
component of u(t, x) - z(t, x) which attains its positive maximum on rT. 
Hence u(t, x) - z(t, x) < 0 on &. Similarly, one can prove that 
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:(t, s) - u( t, X) 6 0 on Q,. Thus we have u( t, x) = z(t, x) on Q,, proving 
the uniqueness of (3.3). The proof of the theorem is complete. 
For each ~,,r2~C(‘+n”2.‘t’[QT,R”] such that u(t,,~)<yi(t,x), 
q,(t, x)<M’(~, x) on &, we define a mapping A by 
A(r1, ‘12)=u (3.6) 
where u E C’ + Z’2.2 +a [Qr, R”] is the unique solution of the IBVP (3.3). The 
following result characterizes the properties of A. 
LEMMA 3.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, the mapping defined 
by (3.6) possesses the ,following properties: 
(i) u 6 A(u, w), M’> A(w, u); 
(ii) A is a mixed-monotone operator on the segment (v, w), where 
(~,~)=JuEC”*[~~,R”]: v(t,,~)~u(t,x)6w(t,.~) on QT). 
Proqf: The boundedness of Q together with the fact that its boundary 
belongs to C* + ’ shows that if rl E C’.*[Q,, R”], then g E W:*[Q,, R”] for 
q > 1. This, in view of imbedding Theorem [ 13, 141, yields that 
VEC (1 +%)/*.I +l[QT, R”]. Th us for any yli, y12 E (v, w ), we conclude by 
Theorem 3.1 that A(qi, q2) belongs to C1+X’2*2+zl[&T, R”] and satisfies the 
inequality u(t, x) < A(q,, q2)(t, x) 6 w(t, x) on QT. But we know that 
cl+a!2.2+z[QT, jyl] is completely imbedded in C’**[&, R”]. From this, 
one can conclude that A(q,, q2) E (u, w). It is immediate that the proof of 
(i) follows from the choices of ‘1, = v, q2 = u’, and vi = w, q2 = u, respec- 
tively. In fact, we have proved that A maps (u, w) into itself. 
To prove (ii), let vi, q2, [E (u, w) and q,(t, x)<q2(t, x) on QT. Let 
A(rl,, 5)=z and A(q2, 4) = u. We will show that A(q,, t)(t, x) < 
A(qz, <)(t, x) on Q7.. Assume that this is false. Then there exists at least one 
component z,J t, x) - z+( t, x) of z(t, x) - u(t, x) such that z,(t, x) - u,(t, x) 
attains its positive maximum at (to, x0) E Q, with to > 0. If (to, x0) E Q,, it 
follows from the argument that is used in the proof of uniqueness of 
solution in Theorem 3.1, that 
%&,(to> x0) - u,(to, x0)) > 0. 
On the other hand, using the definition G, and mqmp off, we have 
&(zk - +)(fo, x,1 = Gdto, xo, z,(to, xo), Dxzdto, xo)) 
- G,Afo, xo, d(to, x,1> Q4to, ~0)) 
Gfic(to, xo, Cvl(to, xo), 5(to> ~o)l/c, WAto, xo))) 
-fdfo, xo, Cudto, xo), t(to, xo)l,c> Wxdto, ~0))) 
d 0. 
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This contradiction proves that there is no component z,(t, x) - z+( t, x) of 
z(t, x) - u(t, x) such that z,(t, x) - r.+Jt, x) attains its positive maximum on 
Q,. Now, we assume that (to, x0) E rT. In this case, as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, we arrive at B,z,( to, x,,) > Bkuk(tO, x0) which contradicts 
Bkzk(tO, x0) = 4k(to, x0) = Bkz+(fO, x,,) for (to, x0) E fT. It follows that 
z(t,x)-u(t,x)<O on QT, which establishes that A(ql, {)(t, x) < 
A(q,, t)(t, x) on QT. Similarly, one can prove that A(q, <i)(t, x)2 
A(vl, 52)(f, xl on 0, for any q, 5,, t2 E (0, w> and tl(t, x) ,< t2(t, x) in QT. 
This proves that for I], 5 E (u, w), A(v, 5) is monotone nondecreasing in g 
for each fixed [ and nonincreasing in 5 for each fixed q. Consequently, the 
mixed-monotone property of A is true on the segment (u, w). This com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark 3.1. From the mixed-monotone property of A, we can con- 
clude that for ql, q2 E (v, w) 
4~1, YIZ)(~ x)GAA(v,> r,)(f,x) on QT (3.7) 
whenever l(t, x)<v*(t, x) on Q,. 
Remark 3.2. From the proof of Lemma 3.3, one can easily show that 
v,<A(u, 0, w>A(w, 5) (3.8) 
for any 5 E (v, w ). This remark is useful in constructing extremal quasi- 
solutions of (2.1). 
4. MONOTONE ITERATIVE TECHNIQUE 
In this section, we present our main theorem concerning the existence of 
the coupled quasi-maximal and minimal solutions of (2.1). 
Because of Lemma 3.3 and Remark 3.1, we can define the sequences 
V,=A(vi-l, “‘-I), Wl=A(Wi-lt vi-l) (4.1) 
with vO = u, w,, = w and conclude that 
v<v;-,dVi<W, U<Wi<Wi&,<W (4.2) 
and vi, WOE C1+rx12*2+U[QT, R”] for i= 1, 2 ,... 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that assumptions (A,), (A2) and (A,) hold. 
Further assume that f in (2.1) possesses mqmp. Then there exist sequences 
{vi} and {wi} h’ h w IC converge in C’g2[QT, R”] to p and r, respectively. 
Moreover, p and r are coupled quasi-minimal and maximal solutions of (2.1). 
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ProoJ Because of Theorem 3.1 and the definition of A in (3.6), the 
existence of sequences {vi} and { wi} defined by (4.1) in the space 
C1fa’2,2+a[&T, R”] is guaranteed. Moreover, by Lemma 3.3 and 
Remark 3.1, these sequences atisfy the relation (4.2). 
Now, we will center our discussion about the sequence {vi}. We note 
that C1+a’2,2for[&, R”] c W~*[&, R”] for q 2 (m + 2)/(1- ~1). By Lq- 
estimates [ 14, 191, uj satisfies 
where 
Fdt, XI = Gk(t, X5 U/c- l(t, XL &~/c- I([, X)) for k~l, i= 1, 2 ,..., 
and Fi(t, x) = (FJt, x), I;2;(r, x) ,..., F,,(t, x)). Furthermore, by Theorem 3.1, 
vi satisfies 
lIDxUi(t, x)ll G Nil for i = 1, 2,... (4.4) 
where N,, is independent of i. The estimate (4.4,), the definition Gk and the 
fact that uie (u, w) for all i, and the continuity of Fi imply that the 
sequence { Fi} is uniformly bounded in C(Q,, R”]. Since C( Qr, R”] is 
dense in L’J[Q,, R”], it follows that {Fi} is the bounded sequence in 
Lq[Q,, R”]. From this and (4.3), we conclude that the sequence {oi} is 
uniformly bounded in W$‘[Q,, R”]. Hence by the application of 
imbedding Theorem [14], we obtain 
for all i = 1, 2,..., where C is a constant which is independent of any element 
of Wi’[Q,, R”]. From (4.5), we can conclude that every uniformly 
bounded sequence in 
C(l+a)/2,l+U[& R”]. Th 
I+$‘[&, R”] is also uniformly bounded in 
ere ore, f by the application of Lemma A.4.5 [ 131, 
{F,} is uniformly bounded in COL’2,a[QT, R”], and hence, by Schauder type 
estimates [13], we have 
I/“ill C’+r~2~2+r[Q~,Rn] 6 c( IlFill c=/*~Q~,R”] + id11 C(1+a)‘2.1+r[ry,R”] + Ibf&ll C2+“~~,R”,) 
(4.6) 
for all i = 1, 2,..., which implies the uniform boundedness of {ui} in 
C1+a’2,2+“[&, R”]. Th ere ore, f by the natural compact imbedding of 
C1+a’2,2+a[QT, R”] into C?*[&, R”], the sequence {vi} is relatively com- 
pact in C’,‘[Q,, R”]. This implies that there exists a subsequence of (II,} 
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which converges in C1*2[Q,, R”]. Let v* E C’*2[QT, R”] be a limit of this 
subsequence. On the other hand, by monotonicity of {vi)., the sequence 
{ ui(t, x)> converges pointwise to p(t, x) on &. But the convergence of 
subsequence of {vi} in C1,2[@,, R”] implies the pointwise convergence. 
Therefore, p(t, x) = v*(l, x) on QT. This shows that the whole sequence 
(oi} converges in C1,2[&,, R”] to p, that is, lim,, oo vi = p in C’~2[QT, R”] 
and v(t, x) < p(t, x) 6 w(t, x) on QT. Similarly by imitating the preceding 
argument relative to the sequence (w,}, one can conclude that the sequence 
{ wi} converges in C1’2[QT, R”] and its limit is denoted by r, which belongs 
to C’x2[&, R”] and satisfies the relation v(t, x) < r(t, x) d w(t, x) on QT. 
Thus the limits 
lim gkvki( t, x) = 9jkpk( 2, x), 
i-cc 
lim gk wki( 2, x) = L-&r,( I, x), 
i-00 
lim Bk uki( t, x) = B,p( t, x), lim B, wki( t, x) = B,r,( t, x), 
i-00 i-+m 
)iz CfkttY x> C”i- I(r> x), wi- l(l, x)lk, h(Dxu/Jt, X)))] 
=fk(C x, Cd& xl, rlt, x)lk, W,p,(t, ~1)) 
and 
lim Cfk(C X, Cwi- 1(4 X), ui- ‘(6 X)]k, h(DxW/ci(f, X)))] 
i-00 
=fk(h x, Cd& x), p(4 x)lk, W,rk(t, x)))l 
exist uniformly on Q, for all k E I. Thus from (3.1), (3.2), and the facts that 
L&=dfat-Z,, Ek=Lk-Mk, we conclude that p(t,x) and r(t,x) are 
coupled quasi-solutions of the IBVP 
%A =fk(k 4 4 W,hJ) in QT, 
4Cu,=4, on rT, 
u&4 x) = hvc(x) in 0, for all k E Z, 
(4.7) 
where fk, &, B,, 4k, &,kr and h are defined in (A,), (A2) and (A3), that is, 
p(t, x) and r(t, x) satisfy 
=%P~c x) =fk(t, x, CP(C xl, 44 x)L, W,pk(t, ~1)) in QT, 
=%-At, x) =fk(f, x, Cr(t, x), P(C x)lk, W,rdt, ~1)) in QT, 
&PA~, xl =&At, x) = Wk(t, x) on rr, 
Pk(O, x) = 40dx) = rk(O, xl in a. 
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Now, we need to show that p(t, x) and r(t, x) are coupled quasi-minimal 
and maximal solutions of (4.7). Let u and z be any coupled quasi-solutions 
of (4.7) such that IJ<U< w and v<z< w on QT. Since u,,<u, z< wO, 
A(u, z) = U, A(z, U) = z, it follows by Lemma 3.3(ii) and Remark 3.1 that 
and 
u, = A(q), wg) 6 A(u, wg) 6 A(& z) = u on Or, 
z = A(z, u) 6 A(w,, 24) < A(w,, ug) = WI on QT. 
Let us assume that for some integer j > 1, uj < U, z < wj are valid on QT. 
Then we shall show that uj+ , d U, z < w,+ 1 on 0,. Again from Lem- 
ma 3.3(ii), Remark 3.1, and the definition of vi and wj in (4.1), we arrive at 
'j+ I = A(Vj, Wj) < A(& Wj) < A(& z) = u on QT, 
and 
z = A(z, u) < A(w,, 2.4) 6 A(w,, v,) = wj+ 1 on QT. 
Thus, it follows by mathematical induction that 
v,(4 x) G u(t, x), z(t, x) < Wj(l, x) on QT (4.8) 
for all i= 1, 2,... . Hence we have 
A4 x) d 46 xl, z(C x) d 46 xl on QT, 
proving that p and r are coupled quasi-minimal and maximal solutions of 
(4.7). 
Finally, we will show that p(t, x) and r(t, x) that are defined above, are 
coupled quasi-minimal and maximal solutions of (2.1). To prove this, it is 
enough to verify that for every k E Z, 
W,P~(C xl) = D,pk(t, x) and W,rk(t, xl) = Dxrk(t, x) on QT. (4.9) 
We observe that p is a quasi-solution of (4.7) relative to r, and vice-versa. 
From (A,) and (A3), we have 
Ifk(k x3 4 NY))1 6tik(ll4)(1 + ll~(Y)l12) 
~1clk(Il4I)(1 +a* llYl12) 
d J/k(P) A*(1 + II Yl12) (4.10) 
whenever v(t, x) d u < w( t, x) on QT. Further, we recall that u(t, x) < 
p(t,x)dw(t,x) and u(t,x)<r(t,x)<w(t,x) on QT. Now, by the 
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application of the modified version (Theorem A.4.6 [13]) of Theorem 2.2 
[3], we conclude that there exists a positive number m as defined in (A3) 
such that )ID,p(t, x)/l <S and IIDxr(t, x)11 6 W on 0,. This together with 
the definition of h establishes the relation (4.9), completing the proof of the 
theorem. 
Remark 4.1. By following the discussion in [ 121, the scope of the 
notion of coupled quasi-solutions of (2.1) can be illustrated, analogously. 
5. ONE-STEP CYCLIC MONOTONE ITERATIONS 
In this section, we present an iterative scheme which accelerates the rate 
of convergence of the sequence of iterates defined in the previous section. A 
method that is useful for the solution of IBVP (2.1) is the one-step cyclic 
iterative procedure [ 121. We note that the procedure (4.1) is equivalent to 
uki=Ak(Vi- 1, wj-,), U’ki=Ak(Wi-l~ vi-l), i= 1, 2,... (5.1) 
with uO = (u,,, uzO ,..., u,J = u and wO = (wi,,, wXO ,..., w,,J = w, where ukj and 
wki are the unique solutions of (3.3) relative to [u~-~, wi-rlk and 
Wj- , , uj_ I]k for k E Z, respectively. In this case, the above-mentioned 
procedure is modified as follows: 
vzi = A,(Ui*_k, 1, Wjy), w$ = A,(w,??, I, UT!“1 ‘), i = 1, 2,... (5.2) 
with u,*O= vo=u and w,*‘= w. = w, where uk*, and wj$ are the unique 
solutions of (3.3) relative to [vi*_k;l, w,?;‘lk and [wi*_kr-‘, ui*_krllk for 
k E Z, respectively. For fixed i = 1, 2 ,..., vectors ~7:; I, w,*-“; ’ are defined by 
uy- l = [UT;, ug )...) u* * * k-Ii, uki-l,vk+li-l,...,v~i~I 1 > 
wir_k;l = cwTi, w$,..., wk*- [jy wtf- 1) W,*+ lj- I)...) Wf- I], for k E Z, 
(5.3) 
with, 
and 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then the 
sequences {UT} and {w?} defined by (5.2) converge in C1~2[Q,, R”]. 
Moreover, the limits p(t, x) and r( t, x) of {UT } and { w,? }, respectively, are 
coupled quasi-minimal and maximal solutions of (2.1), and p, r E (u, w >, 
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Proof: We note that VT, w* E C’+a’2S2+4[~T, R”]. By imitating the 
proof of Theorem 4.1, the proof of this theorem follows immediately, 
provided we show that sequences {VT} and { wF> satisfy the following 
relation 
o,(t, x) 6 v*(t, x) 6 q+ 1(t, x) 6 wi*, I(f, x) 6 wi*(t, x) < w,(r, x) on & 
(5.4) 
for i = 1, 2, 3 ,... . For this purpose, we first observe from Lemma 3.3(ii) that 
for each k E I 
Ak(‘ll, 5)(k x) 6 Ak(V2,5)(4 x) on QT, 
whenever 
?I7 V2,5E (4 w> and rl,(h x) d 1/2(f, x) on & 
and 
(5.5) 
Ak(% 5*)(6 x) 2 A,(?, <*)(f, x) on & (5.6) 
whenever q, C;r, ~*E(v, w) and (1(t,~)<<2(t,~) on or. In the light of 
(5.4), (5.5) and (5.6), we need to show that for each k E I 
Uzi(t, X)<vk*i+l(ty X)Gwk*i+I(t, x)< W~i(ty X) on QT, (5.7) 
for i= 1, 2,... . For i = 1, we have 
?I& = A,(u,*k - 1, wo*“- I), wk** =A/J wo*” - *, vo*“- 1). (5.8) 
From this, we obtain 
G = Al(U,, WA w:1= A,(%, 4)). 
By Lemma 3.3(ii), (5.5) and (5.6), we have 
v,,(t, x) < $,(A x) d @,(4 x) d w,,(t, x) on QT (5.9) 
and hence by (5.3), we get 
u,(t, x) < v,*‘(t, x) < w,*‘(t, x) < w,(t, x) on QT. 
From (5.8), we have 
$1 = A*(vO*l, w,*‘), w;1 = A,(wo*l, $1). 
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Again, by Lemma 3.3(ii), (5.5) and (5.6), we have 
A,(u,, W&A*(@, w&A,(u,*‘, w,*‘)<A,(w,*‘, @) 
<A,(w,, U,*‘KA,(% Ql) 
and consequently 
U,,(f, x) 6 u&(4 x) 6 Gl(C x) G WZdf, x) on or. 
This, together with (5.3) yields 
u,(t, x) < u(y(t, x) < w:*(x) G wo(t, x) on QT. 
By continuing this process n number of times we arrive at 
o,(t, x) < u:tt, x) 6 w:(t, x) < w,(t, x) on QT. 
(5.10) 
If we assume that 
u,(t, x)<$(t, x)< ... <uj*-, (6 x) G ui*(t, x) < wj*(t, x) < wi*- 1(t, x) 
< ... < wT(t, x)d w,(t, x) on & (5.11) 
for somej> 1, and then prove that 
u,(t,x)<u~(t,x)< ... d qv, x) 6 UT+ ,(t, x) 6 wi*+ 1(t, x) < wi*(t, x) 
6 *.. G wT(t, x)< w,(t, x) on QT, 
by induction the proof of (5.4) results. For i = j + 1, we have 
u;+~=A&;~-‘, wTk-‘), ~$+~=A~(w,+~-‘,w~~~~). 
From this, we see that 
ulj+ 1 = A,($ w;), wy+ 1 = A,(w$ UT). 
From (5.5), (5.6), (5.11), and the facts that UC= A,(ui*_,, wj?,) and I$= 
A,(w,? r, u,? 1), we obtain 
A&+-,, w,t,,&4A,(u;, w,?,,&~,(u,+, w,%A,(wj*, wj’9 
<A,(w,f+, u,~,<A,(wi*_,, vi*_,, 
Hence 
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which implies 
uf(t, x)6 u/+(t, x)< wf’(t, x)< w,yt, x) on QT. 
For k = 2, we have 
v$+, = A,(v,*‘, w/q, M’$.+, =&(wy, uj+q 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
From (5.3), (5.12) and (5.1 l), we observe that 
vi*- ,(f, x) qt!,(t, x) < qyt, x) < wj*‘(t, x) 
<w~!l(r,X)<W~-,(t,X) \ on Q,. 
This, together with (5.5), (5.6), (5.13), 
o$=A,(o;!,, w$) and w,:=A,(w$, ui*-I), 
yields 
Hence 
This, together with (5.12) and (5.3), gives 
qyt, x) d q2(t, x) 6 wT2(t, x) 6 W./q, x) on QT. (5.14) 
From (5.11) and (5.14), we have 
$,(t, X)~UJ*_2*(t,X)~U,~2(t,X)~W,~2(t,X) 
Q $2 l(f, x) < wi*-- 1(t, x) on QT. 
By following the previous argument, we can conclude that 
By continuing this process for n number of times, we arrive at 
UT- I(6 x) 6 u,yt, x) Q vi*+ I(& x) d wi*+ l(f, x) 
< w,qt, x) < wp 1(t, x) on Q,. 
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This, together with (5.11), establishes the result 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 5.1. If f possesses the quasi-monotone nondecreasing property, 
then the splitting of u will be given by u= (uk, [u]~~), where b,=n- 1 for 
all k E I. In this case, the one-step cyclic procedure (5.2) reduces to 
vk*i=Ak(v,f+2; ‘), wti = A,(w,*J; I), (5.15) 
for k E Z and i = 1,2 ,..., where v$‘, w,*‘, v,?!; ’ and w Fk ~ ’ are as defined in r-l 
(5.2) and (5.3). 
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